We explore the propagation of a single hole in the generalized quantum compass model which interpolates between fully isotropic antiferromagnetic (AF) phase in the Ising model and nematic order of decoupled AF chains for frustrated compass interactions. We observe coherent hole motion due to either interorbital hopping or due to the three-site effective hopping, while quantum spin fluctuations in the ordered background do not play any role.
We explore the propagation of a single hole in the generalized quantum compass model which interpolates between fully isotropic antiferromagnetic (AF) phase in the Ising model and nematic order of decoupled AF chains for frustrated compass interactions. We observe coherent hole motion due to either interorbital hopping or due to the three-site effective hopping, while quantum spin fluctuations in the ordered background do not play any role. Properties of strongly correlated transition metal oxides are determined by effective interactions in form of spin-orbital superexchange, introduced first long ago by Kugel and Khomskii [1] . The spin-orbital interactions have enhanced quantum fluctuations [2] and are characterized by frustration and entanglement [3] . It leads, for instance, to rather cute topological order in an exactly solvable SU(2)⊗XY ring [4] . To understand better the consequences of directional orbital interactions, it is of interest to investigate doped orbital systems [5] .
Probably the simplest model that describes orbital-like superexchange is the two-dimensional (2D) orbital compass model (OCM) [6] . The so-called generalized compass model (GCM) introduced later [7] provides a possibility to investigate a second order quantum phase transition (QPT) between the Ising model and generic OCM when frustration increases. The orbital anisotropies are captured in the OCM with different spin components coupled along each bond, J x σ x i σ x j and J z σ z i σ z j along a and b axis of the square lattice. Recent interest in this model is motivated by its interdisciplinary character as it plays a role in the variety of phenomena beyond the correlated oxides: (i) it is dual to recently studied models of p + ip superconducting arrays [8] , (ii) it provides an effective description for Josephson arrays of protected qubits [9] realized in recent experiments [10] , and (iii) it could also describe polar molecules in optical lattices [11] , as well as nitrogen-vacancy centers in a diamond matrix [12] .
An exact solution of the one-dimensional (1D) generalized variant of the compass model [13] gives a QPT at J x = J z . A similar QCP occurs in the 2D OCM between types of 1D nematic orders: for J x > J z (J x < J z ), antiferromagnetic (AF) chains form along a (b) that are -in the thermodynamic limit -decoupled along b (a). It has been shown that the symmetry allows one to reduce the original L×L compass cluster to a smaller (L−1)×(L−1) one with modified interactions which made it possible to obtain the full exact spectra and the specific heat for larger clusters [14] . Electron itinerancy has been addressed in the weak-coupling limit at temperatures above the ordering transition [15] .
In this paper we will discuss the motion of a single hole in the ordered phases of the GCM, including the nematic phases of the simple OCM. Following [16] , we obtain the spectral functions of the itinerant models that reproduce GCM in the strong coupling regime. A great advantage of using the itinerant models is that a variational cluster approach (VCA) can be used to obtain unbiased results for both weak and strong coupling regime. The VCA was introduced to study strongly correlated electrons in models with local interactions [17, 18] . Since the interactions are here Ising-like, quantum fluctuations are suppressed and the paradigm for hole propagation known from the spin t-J model does no longer apply. This happens for the t 2g electrons in ab planes of Sr 2 VO 4 where instead holes move mostly via three-site terms [19, 20] . In case of e g electrons, interorbital hopping delocalizes holes within ferromagnetic LaMnO 3 planes [21] . In the present case, hole propagation occurs through quantum processes involving the hole itself, rather than those of the ordered background.
The 2D GCM with AF interactions (J > 0) is,
withσ i (θ) being the composed pseudospins,
interpolating between σ ). For 0 < θ < π/2, the GCM interpolates between Ising and compass models [7] . The rotation of orbital operators (2) way to detect the phase transition between 2D Ising and nematic compass order: In the former, moments lie along x while they lie along either x + z (in the following identified with lattice axis a) or x − z in the latter.
GCM follows from the two-orbital Hubbard model [16] ,
i,β c i,α and the superexchange is J = t 2 /U . In the small-U regime the properties of the itinerant model of Eq. (3) can be well described by a mean-field (MF) approach [16] .
Let us first discuss in more depth the somewhat surprising result that a hole does not couple the AF chains of the OCM. The relevant are the row/column flips along the x or z axis. To see their impact on the itinerant model it is more convenient to look at the OCM in its original basis at site i, {τ 
To see the action of the row flips in the fermion space, the operator Q i should be first generalized to the case of double and zero occupancy of site i. This is achieved by modifying τ x i as follows, τ
2 = 1. Now we can produce newQ i operator in the same way as before and see its action on the fermion operators, which isQ i (c j,α(β) )Q i = c j,β(α) , for all c j,µ lying on the line ofQ i and unity for the others. Under this change the interaction part of the H t−U remains unchanged, i.e.,Q i H UQi = U i n i,α n i,β . After a single row-flip B 0 remains invariant and A 0 changes as
This brings us to the conclusion that H 0 t−U is covariant under the action of theQ i ; the exact form of the Hamiltonian changes, but the change is such that the properties of the new Hamiltonian are the same as before -only the orbitals along one line are renamed which is irrelevant for the physics. This is important for the VCA calculation as it allows us to calculate one-particle spectra in one of the nematic ground states, e.g., the AF one, instead of having to average over many of them [16] . For the OCM, results were tested for finite-size effects by changing cluster geometry and size; data presented here are for a 3 × 4 cluster.
In what follows we compare results obtained by the VCA and by MF. A first difference concerns the critical angle θ c of the QPT from the AFx phase to the AFa one: Whereas the VCA value θ VCA c ≈ 88
• is close to the quasiexact θ MERA c 84.8
• [7] , MF deviates more strongly with θ MF c ≈ 68
• . While such a discrepancy might suggest the importance of quantum fluctuations within the AF background, we are going to see that processes related to the hole itself are more important. Figure 1 illustrates how the spectral density changes across the QPT from the Ising to nematic order for increasing θ. For θ = π/6, see Fig. 1(a) , which is very close to the classical AF Ising model, we see a ladder spectrum typical for the θ = 0 limit, because at weak quantum fluctuations the hole is confined in a string potential. The two MF bands can naturally not reflect such a ladder spectrum. Nevertheless, MF bands reflect the limited hole mobility and thereby qualitatively reproduce the shape of the topmost VCA band.
For θ = 5π/12, see Fig. 1(b) , the bands become significantly more dispersive, especially the ones on the top. The shape of the topmost band continues to be qualitatively well reproduced by the MF and this band is the sharpest feature seen in the spectral function at θ = 5π/12. We observe that the bands predicted by MF repel each other in the VCA and new features emerge at the intermediate energies, with rather incoherent weight. Similarly to the generic OCM case, see Fig. 1 (c) in [16] , bands are most dispersive along the direction (0, 0) → (π, π). Since the ground state is still Ising ordered (AFx phase), the increased dispersion, especially of the rather coherent topmost band, is here not primarily driven by quantum fluctuations. Instead, interorbital hopping is now significant, see Eqs. (4) and (5), which allows the hole to propagate, similar to the case of a hole in e g orbital order [21] .
Finally, in Fig. 1(c) we show the spectral function at θ > θ c in the AFa nematic order (θ = 89
• ). The bottom band is seen as a coherent feature which roughly agrees with the MF prediction, but is much less dispersive. The upper band cannot be identified so easily, even though the features around k = (π/2, π/2) resemble the MF bands. Strong coupling differences to the MF bands are on one hand the incoherent weight and on the other the separation of bottom and top bands. One finds that the MF bands do not really cross at k = (π/2, π/2), but they remain very close to each other. In the VCA, they are better separated, suggesting a strong effective interaction at this value of k that cannot be captured by a simple MF approach. A distinct feature observed in Fig.  1(c) is a rather coherent band in the middle of the spectrum, absent in the MF approach. It seems to strongly repel the two bands at the top and bottom of the spectrum, thus making them flatter and widening the overall spectrum. We have shown that three-site hopping is the mechanism responsible for the observed dispersion of this additional band [16] .
Summarizing, we have seen that the coherent motion of a single hole (present for any θ > 0) is due to: (i) interorbital hopping in the AF phase, and (ii) three-site hopping for the nematic order. MF cannot fully describe either case, it misses the ladder spectrum due to the string potential (AF order) and the three-site hopping (nematic order). In both cases, motion is thus due the quantum fluctuations caused by the hole itself rather than by the fluctuations of the ordered background.
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